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ABSTRACT
Array DBMSs strive to be the best systems for managing, processing, and even visualizing big 𝑁 -d arrays. The last decade blossomed
with R&D in array DBMS, making it a young and fast-evolving area.
We present the first comprehensive tutorial on array DBMS R&D.
We start from past impactful results that are still relevant today,
then we cover contemporary array DBMSs, array-oriented systems,
and state-of-the-art research in array management, flavored with
numerous promising R&D opportunities for future work. A great
deal of our tutorial was not covered in any previous tutorial or survey article. Advanced array management research is just emerging
and many R&D opportunities still “lie on the surface”. Hence, nowadays we have the most favorable conditions to start contributing to
this research area. This tutorial will jump-start such efforts.
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1

OVERVIEW

The array DBMS R&D area is young and fast-growing, but is not yet
widely known. It is also inherently inter-disciplinary: many core
data types in geo-, bio-informatics, ecology, medicine, astronomy, to
name a few, are naturally modeled by 𝑁 -d arrays [3, 10, 40]. Array
DBMSs are experiencing an R&D surge due to the rapid growth of
big array data. For example, Maxar, a commercial company, alone
acquires about 80 TB per day and accumulated over 100 PB of
satellite data in AWS [37]. With this tutorial, we would like to
increase awareness about this novel and exciting R&D direction, as
well as to attract new researchers and inspire future work.
First array DBMSs and add-ons, e.g. RasDaMan [6], PostGIS [46],
Oracle Spatial [57], appeared long ago. However, only the last
decade flourished with a significant number of groups carrying out
R&D on array management: ChronosDB (2018) [48, 49], SciDB
(2008) [15] (array DBMSs); TileDB (2016) [44], SAGA (2014) [68]
(array stores); DataCube (2017) [33], EarthServer (2016) [5] (national initiatives); Google Earth Engine (2012) [24], GeoTrellis
(2012) [23], Dask (2018) [17] (array engines), and others [25, 48, 65].
Advanced array management approaches are just emerging.
Novel indexing techniques accelerate array joins [73] and function evaluation [51]. Only recently, top-k queries [13], similarity
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array joins [77], and view maintenance [79] were first introduced.
Work has just commenced on file-based sparse arrays [35] and
caching [78]. Compression potentials are being explored [50] along
with new formats for querying compressed arrays directly [30].
Array DBMSs begin to support interactive visualization [4, 49] and
machine learning [43, 53, 65]. No existing survey covers those.
Scope and structure. We start from architectures, applications,
data models, and query languages of array DBMSs. We also include
array-oriented systems for completeness. As advanced array approaches are just emerging, we have a unique opportunity to cover
the array management research accumulated to date and presented
at major venues in sufficient depth. In particular, we cover stateof-the-art research in array storage, workloads, query execution,
array indexing, joining, tiling, in-situ processing, machine learning,
visualization, and benchmarking.
We show that the array DBMS R&D area can be viewed as young
by right: no commonly accepted standards have yet been established, architectures and implementations still to be improved and
matured, and many R&D opportunities are attractive and unexplored. In the text, we mark those by R&D to stimulate future
work and promote starting novel research directions.
Target audience. The tutorial will be interesting to a broad
range of researchers and practitioners working or about to work
with array data in any scientific or applied domain. Although the
array DBMS area is very young, we expect a large audience interested to attend this tutorial. Young researchers may consider this
area for future work. More experienced attendees may discover
many associations between array and relational DBMS research
and find it tempting to apply their expertise in this area.
No special prerequisite knowledge is required for this tutorial.
We will include the crucial information required for non-experts to
commence research on the topic.
Related tutorials. As the array DBMS R&D area is rather young,
array DBMS tutorials are quite sparse. The tutorial [65] briefly
surveyed array-oriented systems (20 min.) and provided a vision for
integrating machine learning and array DBMSs (70 min.). SciDB and
RasDaMan tutorials were also given at XLDB [63] and BOSS [62]
respectively. However, [62, 63, 65] do not cover research in array
management to which our tutorial pays special attention. Existing
survey articles are outdated [54] or totally omit research in array
management [8]. In comparison, at least 70% of our tutorial was
never summarized in any previous tutorial or survey article.
Tutorial length. We propose two versions. The 1.5 hours version will cover all material (the systems part will be short). The
3 hours version will contain an in-depth survey of array DBMSs,
data models, operations and query languages (1.5 hours) while the
algorithmic part will go to the second half of the tutorial (1.5 hours).
Tutorial homepage: http://vldb2021.gis.gg

2 TUTORIAL CONTENTS
2.1 Array DBMSs and Array-Oriented Systems
The story begins from Titan [11], Paradise [18], and RasDaMan [6]
which targeted Earth remote sensing data. For more than a decade,
R&D in this area had been stalling. However, improved remote sensors & HPC simulation, cheap storage, and the resulting big array
data avalanche has led to the renaissance of array DBMS R&D.
We start our tutorial from analyzing state-of-the-art array DBMSs
and systems suitable for array processing cited in Section 1. Among
other aspects, we will also answer the following questions. How do
state-of-the-art array systems manage arrays? What are the main
differences between these systems? What amount of effort and
expertise is required for a user to start working with them? How
to compose a query for an array DBMS and how clearly do queries
express the intentions? Are array DBMSs interoperable with other
software? What is the state-of-the-art array DBMS research? What
are the promising R&D opportunities in this area?

2.2

Array Data Models and Query Languages

Array DBMS data models try to capture and generalize the diversity
of big arrays: time-series (1-d arrays), 𝑚 × 𝑛 rasters (2-d arrays;
𝑚, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑆 = {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡, 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 №, . . . }), 𝑚 × 𝑛 × 𝑘 spatiotemporal cubes (𝑘 ∈ 𝑆), and generally any 𝑁 -d array.
The most widely used industry-standard array data models are
Unidata CDM, GDAL Data Model and ISO 19123 [40]. They are
mappable to each other and have evolved from decades of considerable practical experience. The most well-known research models
and algebras for dense 𝑁 -d, general-purpose arrays are AML [36],
AQL [34], and RAM [64]: all are mappable to Array Algebra [7]. Recent work proposes data models optimized for geospatial [48] and
bio-informatics domains [25]. Arrays are becoming ubiquitous [29].
Many array query languages were proposed [54], but only a
handful of them survived. To date, operational array languages
include AFL, AQL [15], rasQL [8], Command Line [48], GMQL [25],
and array DBMS native UDF language [52]. In addition, an interesting ISO Array SQL [27] standard exists, but is not yet widely
adopted. Array schema and query languages greatly differ between
array DBMSs; there is no well-established practice yet [6, 15, 48].
R&D Array DBMS data models are at their early stages, largely
focus on numeric arrays and omit other data types: polygons, tables,
graphs, etc. It is challenging not just to jointly process diverse types,
but to design a holistic, yet practical data model with an efficient
implementation [1]. Many opportunities are open for designing new
hybrid data models [32], algorithms [55], polystores [21], handling
RDBMS tuples [29, 71] and graphs [20, 28] as arrays (tensors).

2.3

“Database approaches” to array storage. TileDB has a new ondisk format with support for fast updates [44], SciDB targets ragged
arrays [15], RasDaMan keeps tiles in BLOBs [8]. In addition, HDFS
array layouts exist [25]. Established file formats are evolving into
“small databases”, e.g. HDF-5 is equipped with indexing structures
(e.g. B-Trees) and is being adapted for sparse arrays [35].
Array compression falls into 3 categories: (1) general-purpose,
used not only for arrays; developed specifically for (2) scientific
arrays or (3) array DBMSs. All 3 types are used by array DBMSs. For
example, (1) zlib, bzlib are built into SciDB, ChronosDB leverages
file-based compression techniques [50], bitmap compression [66] is
extensively used in new in-db array layouts [72], (2) BitGrooming &
Digit Rounding are used for NetCDF [75], available to array DBMSs,
𝑘 2 -raster runs window queries directly on compressed arrays [30],
(3) array DBMS compression is currently used for indexing [51, 73].
R&D Until recently, the R&D in array storage focused on persistent arrays. Emerging R&D reveals that specialized formats for
interim arrays can vastly reduce I/O and save CPU time. For example, they can accelerate array joins [73] and function evaluation [51].
Moreover, there is a lot of work on NVM and RDBMSs [2], but NVM
approaches proposed specifically for array DBMSs are lacking.

Array Storage

Array DBMSs serve diverse scientific communities that collected
and processed array data for decades before array DBMSs appeared.
Files. Arrays natively come in diverse file formats, e.g. NetCDF-3,
-4, HDF-4, -5, Grib-1, -2, GeoTIFF, BUFR, FITS [22, 42]. Formats are
powerful storage containers that support chunking, compression,
multidimensional arrays, and hierarchical namespace to name a
few. Hence, a wide range of in-situ techniques leverage the formats’
capabilities for optimized array processing, section 2.7.
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2.4

Array Operations (Workload Types)

Array workloads are rich and depend on the application domain,
so array DBMSs provide a set of core operations [48] and allow
users to code sophisticated array processing with UDFs [19, 52].
Researchers also optimize popular complex operations [13, 43, 76].
Subsetting (slicing or hyperslabbing) extracts an (𝑁 − 𝑚)-d
subarray from an 𝑁 -d array defined by hyperplanes. Reshaping reorders array axes. Resampling alters the resolution of array axes.
At a glance, these operations may seem straightforward to execute.
However, they have many complex subtypes (e.g. nearest-neighbor
or Gaussian resampling methods) and executed in parallel. Hence,
not all modern array DBMSs fully support all these operations [48].
Aggregation has many sub-types optimized separately: grid
sliding, hierarchical, circular aggregations [68], co-addition [38].
Map algebra is an analysis language loosely based on the concepts presented in [61]. It is widely used in the industry [70]. It
defines a rich set of array operations categorized into local, focal, zonal, and global types. These include algebraic computations,
masking, if-then-else expressions, boolean and relational expressions, convolution, statistical aggregation, and other operations.
Top-𝑘 queries. Overlap-allowing and disjoint top-𝑘 subarray
queries were first introduced in [13]. The output can be computed
progressively and contains fixed-sized regions of an input 𝑁 -d array
sorted by a scoring function that satisfy some selection conditions.
Histograms. Efficient difference histogram construction methods were proposed in [76] that facilitate comparing observation
datasets or spatial simulation datasets with different parameters.
Array views make it possible to reduce query storage footprints.
Zhao et al. define view maintenance and propose a heuristic for
effective view updates that come in batches at fixed time steps [79].
Array caching. Skewed array access workloads render existing
array partitioning schemes inefficient and create load imbalance.
The work [78] caches frequently accessed cells. It provides distributed algorithms for data placement, cache updates and eviction.

UDFs. Array DBMSs accept UDFs in Python/C++ which are black
boxes that cannot be optimized [38]. UDFs amenable for window
query optimizations are presented in [19]. The first native UDF
language for array DBMSs is introduced in [48] and optimized via
compiler techniques & strict formal definitions of array operations.
R&D For array DBMSs, novel applications are the major drivers
for innovations [13, 38, 52]. For example, end-to-end physical world
simulations can run directly inside an array DBMS equipped with
new array management facilities [52]. Hence, many unexplored
array DBMS applications are a fruitful ground for new challenges.

2.5

Array Join Techniques

Array joins substantially differ from relational table joins. Like
RDMBS joins, the array join is always a hot research topic. Zhao et
al. first formally defined array similarity joins and proposed load
balancing algorithms for executing such joins [77]. Formally inner
and outer 𝐾-way array joins with respective algorithms were
first introduced in [48]. Array joins also split into subtypes: equijoins [56], dimensional- and value-based similarity joins [73, 77].

2.6

Array Tiling & Chunking Strategies

Large arrays, using a tiling strategy, are split into smaller, more manageable pieces to process them in small batches. Different tile/chunk
shapes may yield orders of magnitude performance difference and
are crucial performance parameters for array DBMSs [48].
Tiling/chunking can be regular, irregular, aligned, non-aligned,
partially aligned, nested, with or without overlap [48, 54, 56]. Practitioners also worked-out diverse chunking strategies: equal scalar/dimension size, lefter product scalar size, balanced 1-d and (𝑁 − 1)-d
access to an 𝑁 -d array, and others [41]. An array DBMS must be
able to quickly alter tile/chunk shape (re-tile an array) to adapt to dynamic workloads [48]. Emerging re-tiling strategies address novel
array DBMS applications and support novel array operations [52].
R&D Although tile shapes are important, it is usually not obvious a priori what shape is good in a given case. It is surprising, but
shapes are mostly hand-tuned experimentally by array DBMS users
nowadays. Novel heuristics are required for automatic selection of
appropriate shapes (for disk & network I/O, load balance), especially
in runtime for interim arrays whose shapes are not user-controlled.

2.7

In-situ Array Processing

Unlike the in-db approach, the in situ approach – one of the key
array DBMS R&D trend – operates on data in their original file formats in a standard file system. As array data is rather big, the main
advantage of in-situ techniques is the absence of a time-consuming
import phase into an internal DBMS format. In addition, it is easier
to share data in standard file formats with other systems.
Blanas et al. proposed in-memory techniques [9]. Over HDF5
files, SAGA runs aggregation queries [68] while ArrayUDF scales
out user-defined sliding window functions [19]. DIRAQ reorganizes
data for efficient range queries [31]. Su et al. proposed user-defined
subsetting and aggregation over NetCDF files [59]. OLA-RAW performs parallel on-line aggregation of FITS files [12]. SciMate is optimized for several hyperslabbing patterns [67]. FastQuery and other
bitmap indexes can be stored alongside the original data [14, 69].
ChronosDB performs all operations in-situ [48].
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2.8

Array Indexing

We classify state-of-the-art array indexing types into 3 categories:
(1) cell value selection (CS) and (2) hyperslabbing (HS): find cells
in a given value range and spatial area respectively, (3) compute
index (CI): accelerate computations over an array [9, 51, 72, 73].
Unlike RDBMS indexes, array DBMS indexes can be often used
alone, without original data, to answer queries. As a great deal of
array workload is I/O bound, the indexes usually aim to reduce
I/O. Array DBMS indexes restructure data layout such that a query
takes orders of magnitude less I/O compared to querying original
data. In some sense, they resemble compressed data structures.
For example, consider a popular vegetation index savi = (nir −
red)/(nir + red + 𝐿) × (1 + 𝐿) [74]. nir and red are 2-d arrays
with intensities of reflected solar radiation in the near-infrared and
visible red spectra respectively, 𝐿 ∈ [0, 1] is a tunable parameter.
Query examples – CS: select cells where savi ∈ [0.7, 0.8], HS: select
savi cells for Africa, CI: recompute savi for 𝐿 = 𝐿 + 0.1.
Equality (Eq), Range-Eq, and Interval-Eq bitmap indexes [9] are
fast for CS queries, but they should be properly tuned or take excessive space and require extensive re-indexing on updates otherwise.
COMPASS efficiently executes both CS and HI queries [72, 73].
It partitions an array into regular chunks: integrated value indexes.
A query (1) examines only chunks intersecting the query region,
(2) reads the whole chunk or just buckets in the queried value range.
BitFun provides novel strategies to continuously re-index arrays
during queries with similar mathematical functions [51], e.g. a CI
query savi(𝐿 + 0.1) may run 8× faster after computing savi(𝐿).

2.9

Array Visualization and Machine Learning

Visualization is crucial for data understanding. It is provided by array DBMSs to avoid costly data movements to external visualization
systems. Battle et al. [4] used machine learning to predict future
areas of user interest and render respective tiles beforehand in
SciDB. ChronosDB features a novel distributed WMTS server [49].
RasDaMan delivers arrays over WCS and WCPS protocols [8].
Machine learning is just paving its way to array DBMSs [43, 53,
65]. Hence, this whole direction has endless R&D opportunities.
Ordonez et al. [43] developed fast matrix multiplication algorithms
that are orders of magnitude faster than Spark-based approaches.
The work [53] addressed limitations of [43], including scalability.
Linear algebra-based analytics using SciDB was evaluated in [60].

2.10

Array Database Benchmarks

Sequoia 2000 is one of the oldest DBMS benchmarks for arrays [58]
extended later with additional queries [45] that are still relevant
today. SS-DB is built on astronomical data [16]. Recent work evaluated systems on neuroscience and astronomy pipelines [38], while
[48] thoroughly evaluates geospatial workloads. Single-node experiments on synthetic data were run in [8, 39]. Authors in [8, 26, 39]
do not tune tile shape, a crucial performance parameter, section 2.6.
R&D Existing benchmarks hardly evaluate array DBMSs on
skewed workloads, multi-tenancy scenarios, straggler nodes, heterogenous hardware (e.g., GPU, FPGA, NVM). Moreover, array
DBMSs provide different sets of core operations, applications need
new domain-specific operations. Hence, it is challenging to design a
sufficiently generic benchmark: standardization efforts are needed.
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